The Signs

A Deeper Exploration
with Chet Zdrowski

We will take a deep dive into the signs of the zodiac to
learn the essence, nuances, and message of each.
Each sign has an agenda, a reason for being, and a set of values and needs.
When we understand these, we gain insight into the deeper motivations
that shape behavior and the strategies used to grow and find happiness.
The first four classes will cover the signs of each of the seasons. In the last
two classes we will look at the pairs of opposites, and how they need each
other to grow and evolve: We will use examples from the charts of class
members to illustrate the principles being discussed.

CLASS PREPARATION
Please bring your astrology chart with you or provide your birth
information at or before the first class so a chart can be prepared for you.
This is one of the learning instruments for the class. No books are required.

INSTRUCTOR: Chet Zdrowski began studying astrology in 1977 with the

psychological approach of renowned astrologer Richard Idemon and later the
transpersonal astrology of Dane Rudhyar and Steve Arroyo. For the past seven
years he has studied in Steven Forrest’s Evolutionary Astrology Apprenticeship
program, learning a deep fusion of psychological, transpersonal astrology with
ancient metaphysics. Chet combines the depth of his understanding of astrology with a strong desire to help people discover their unique gifts and evolutionary paths.
SIX WEEK CLASS

Jan 15, 22, 29, Feb 5, 12, 19, 2013
7:00 - 9:00 pm

The Reserves at the Galleria Clubhouse
501 Gibson Drive, Roseville, CA

$99.00 if registered by January 8)
$120.00

Register now at NCGRsacramento.org

Payment via PayPal or by check postmarked no later than
Janurary 8, 2013, made out to NCGR-Sacramento Area.
Mail to 2351 Sunset Blvd., Suite 170-404, Rocklin, CA
95765

